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Join our growing family of branches.

OWN YOUR OWN BRANCH
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C H R I S T E L L E    

&    S T E F A N I E

F O U N D E R S

I   N   T   R   O   D   U   C   T   I   O   N

Canvas Club was founded by sisters, Christelle Janse Van Rensburg 

(MArch(Prof), PrArch, MBA) and Stefanie de Wet (MSc Eng, MBA candidate) 

who share a love for art, children and business. 

Their mission was to build a platform that enables branch owners to run 

financially rewarding businesses that fulfils them personally, gives them 

freedom and flexibility, stimulates them creatively and provides them with an 

opportunity to develop and inspire others through the power of arts and 

crafts.

Canvas Club is a forward-thinking and innovative business that is constantly 

on the lookout for new opportunities that will benefit its branch owners.

WHO WE ARE
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HOW IT WORKS
W  H  A  T       A  N  D       W  H  E  R  E 

Canvas Club has a network of branch owners who 

provide arts and crafts classes, parties and events in 

an exclusive area. That means when you own your 

own branch, no one else can deliver Canvas Club 

services in your area and you will become the ‘Go to 

person’ for fun arts & crafts classes, parties and 

events.

Our projects are designed across almost all ages, 

including toddlers, preschoolers, primary school 

children and teens/ adults. 

You can run your branch from a single studio space 

or at multiple locations such as schools. Parties and 

events can take place at your studio or at a venue 

of the customer’s choice.
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WHY ARTS & CRAFTS
T  H  E       B  E  N  E  F  I  T  S

Research shows that art integration is crucial to creating well-rounded, well-prepared learners and leaders. 

PROMOTES CREATIVITY, PROBLEM 
SOLVING AND INNOVATION 
Arts & crafts provide a platform for creative 
expression that nurtures imagination. 
Problem solving, decision making and 
processing skills are all innate to a crafting 
activity. 

ENCOURAGES SELF EXPRESSION
Arts & crafts allow for the development of a 
sense of personal identity and teaches 
children to express themselves; giving 
parents and teachers insight into what a 
child is feeling, thinking and experiencing.

BOOSTS SELF ESTEEM
Arts & craft activities create a sense of 
achievement inside children and boosts 
their self esteem. Teaching a child to create 
something tells them that they are in 
control. This builds immense confidence in 
them. 

DEVELOPS FINE MOTOR SKILLS
Arts & crafts helps develop bilateral 
coordination and improves fine motor skills 
as projects involve moving and using the 
hands and fingers.

ENCOURAGES SOCIALISING, BUILDING 
FRIENDSHIPS AND LEARNING TO HELP 
OTHERS
Interacting with others with the same 
interests provides children the opportunity 
to socialise and build friendships. Children 
assist classmates in sharing techniques and 
ideas.

TEACHES TIME MANAGEMENT AND 
PLANNING
Projects need to be planned and time 
needs to be managed to complete the 
project in time.

RELIEVES STRESS
Unlike academics and sports, arts & crafts 
does not promote competition. On the 
contrary, it helps convert negative energy 
into positive habits.

TEACHES STEM SKILLS
Arts & crafts not only incorporates STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics) elements but it teaches 
valuable STEM techniques, models and 
concepts that sculpt the imagination.

TEACHES FLEXIBILITY
Most craftwork can be achieved in more 
than one way. Unlike maths where one 
doesn’t have much flexibility, crafts teach 
students that they can achieve the same 
result through a different method. This will 
help them in real life where they 
continuously face situations with multiple 
possibilities.
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SERVICES OFFERED
A  L  L       A  G  E  S

Branch owners provide a mix of weekly classes, holiday classes, arty birthday parties and bespoke events for ages 18 months to 99 years!

6 - 10 years (1 hour)
Aimed at developing fine motor skills, 
getting messy and exploring with different 
materials. Classes often involve the creation 
of toys.

18 months - 6 years (45 mins)
A child + parent/ carer bonding experience 
with focus on sensory play and developing fine 
motor skills.

WEEKLY CLASSES

HOLIDAY CLUB

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

EVENTS

Holiday classes are hugely popular and usually 
book out in advance. 

We offer three arty birthday party packages to 
suit all budgets. Parties can be hosted at your 
studio or a venue of the client’s choice.  

Baby showers, kitchen teas, girls night, family fun, 
team building, year end, corporate events etc. 
Events can be hosted at your studio or a venue of 
the client’s choice.  
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PAYMENTS
M  O  N  E  Y,    M  O  N  E  Y,    M  O  N  E  Y 

  

We pride ourselves in our state of the art online booking and payment system.

PAYMENT FROM CLIENTS

Canvas Club is a cash-free business and all our bookings and 
payments are processed via our online booking and payment 
system which is accessible via the Canvas Club website.

Clients select a branch and click on the ‘Book Now’ button to 
book and pay for a class. Parties and events are also booked 
online.

We offer multiple payment options including Credit Card, 
Cheque Card, Snapscan and EFT.

A Handling Fee of 5% is charged to cover services, payments 
and banking fees.

PAYMENTS TO BRANCH OWNERS

Canvas Club takes a fee of 15% of total revenue to support their 
branch owners throughout their entrepreneurial journey. 

A minimum commission of R1000 is paid via debit order to 
Canvas Club on a monthly basis. 

The balance of the commission (15% of total revenue minus 
R1000) is deducted from the monthly payouts to Branch 
Owners.

In simple terms, if you host 2 classes per week with 9 students 
each, you’ve already covered the R1000 commission fee.

*Refer page 13 for a projection of potential monthly earnings.
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Create change in your and others’ lives 

through creativity.

PERSONAL FULFILMENT

The robust economics of our high profit 

margin business model is financially 

rewarding. The recipe is simple: the more you 

put in the more you get out.

FINANCIAL REWARD

We believe in a balanced work-life balance. 

Canvas Club gives you the power to 

determine the schedule that works best for 

you, your students and your family.

FREEDOM AND FLEXIBILITY

You will reap the benefits of being part of 

uplifting the lives of those in your 

community through the power of creativity.

UPLIFT THE COMMUNITY

WHY OWN A 
CANVAS CLUB 

BRANCH?

Finding the right mix of an enjoyable and 

rewarding career with the flexibility you 

want, can be a real challenge. 

The Canvas Club branch opportunity can 

provide the perfect solution, allowing you to 

build your own rewarding, profitable, 

flexible and successful creative business.
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‘WHY CANVAS CLUB, CAN’T I DO IT MYSELF?’
W  H  Y      U  S  ?

Building a business from scratch can be daunting and involves a lot of risk. Here are some of the benefits of owning a 

Canvas Club branch as opposed to doing it yourself.

.

We offer a tried and tested business model that takes the guesswork out of where 

to start. Our comprehensive support system provides you with all the systems,  

tools and infrastructure that are necessary to grow your business from Day One.

TRIED AND TESTED

Join a strong brand with national marketing support that is quickly becoming 

synonymous with arts & crafts in South Africa. 

BRAND NAME AND CORPORATE IDENTITY

We have developed a library of unique lesson plans that are tailored to match the 

needs of children at different developmental levels. If you can follow a recipe then 

you can present a class. Our projects are designed to incorporate elements of 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics through hundreds of hours of 

research and experience in the fields.

FOOLPROOF LESSONS WITH FOCUS ON S.T.E.M. 
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MARKETING: our dedicated marketing manager will provide you with a 

step-by-step marketing plan to help you advertise your business.

LEGAL: we’ve got the indemnities process covered in our online bookings’ 

terms and conditions.

SUPPLIES: benefit from discounts on materials from supplier partnerships.

CLASS ROSTERS: see who’s in your class via our online class tracking system.

DATABASE: we have an existing customer base and contacts.

YOUR BUSINESS, BACKED BY A BRAND
W  H  Y      U  S  ?

We’ve got your back and we are committed to help you drive revenue, reduce admin and manage your business effectively.

WEBSITE & EMAIL: You get a personalised Canvas Club email address and 

webpage URL, e.g. www.canvas.club/YOURBRANCHNAME. 

PAYMENTS: You don’t have to deal with money, your customers book and 

pay for classes directly from their computers, smartphones or tablets. 

Failure of collecting money is one of the key reasons other businesses like 

these fail, we eliminate that risk through our sophisticated system. 

GRAPHIC DESIGN: we provide you with all the graphic design and 

marketing materials you need to advertise your business.
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THE IDEAL BRANCH OWNER

The parent who is looking for 

an opportunity that your 

children will enjoy being part 

of, an income stream and a 

schedule that works for you, 

your students and your family.

THE PARENT

The philanthropist is 

passionate about education 

and helping others. Aims to 

uplift the community through 

collaborative innovation.

THE PHILANTHROPIST

The passionate teacher who 

appreciates the value of 

creativity who is seeking a 

more lucrative opportunity in 

the line of education.

THE TEACHER
Highly driven and motivated, but ready 

to ditch the corporate rat race. The 

entrepreneur uses management and 

business skills to maximise rewards of 

this profitable business model whilst 

enjoying a work-home balanced 

lifestyle.

THE ENTREPRENEUR

Canvas Club is a growing community of entrepreneurs who are inspired to bring creativity to their communities while 

simultaneously growing profitable businesses.

J  O  I  N    T  H  E     C  A  N  V  A  S    C  L  U  B 
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It's easy! 

WHAT DO YOU 
NEED TO JOIN 

THE TEAM?

R  E  A  D  Y  ?
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STARTUP REQUIREMENTS

R15,000 Startup Fee. 

An additional R3,000 - R5,000 for initial art 

supplies Lastly, you would need chairs, 

tables and a storage cupboard for your 

supplies.

INVESTMENT
Your studio can be a room at a gallery, 

school classrooms, a church hall or a 

rented space. It would need to have 

secure access, a water point and toilet and 

easy drop-off facilities.

STUDIO

You will need to dedicate at least 20 

hours a week to your branch. 

For the first 3 months you need to 

spend around 2-3 hours a day on 

marketing.

COMMITMENT 

It will be your responsibility to fill your 

classes. We provide you with a marketing 

plan to guide you with tips and tasks. It is 

important to get a sense of demand in 

your area before you invest in a Canvas 

Club branch. Customers will start 

streaming in as soon as your students start 

showing off their beautiful creations.

STUDENTS
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YOU EXPECT?
To start getting you excited about the financials, here are three scenarios that 

illustrate the monthly return you can expect:

This model is purely illustrative and assumes the following:

● Income = Kids: R100 per class, Parties: R200 per child, Events: R300 per 

person

● Expenses = 15% commission (R1000 minimum per month), 5% handling fee 

(services, payment and bank fees) and supplies at R10 per class per child, 

R30 for parties and R80 per adult for events

● Startup investment, marketing, rental, cleaning fees and tax excluded

The return is completely in your hands and 

dependent on demand and how many class hours 

you are prepared to put in!

Building up Now you’re talking Super-human
Kids classes per week 2 4 8
Kids per class 8 10 15
Kids parties per week 0 1 1
Kids per party 0 10 15
Events per week 0 0 1
People per event 0 0 10

Income 6 400 24 000 72 000
Expenses 1 960  7 600 24 200
Profit 4 440 16 400 47 800
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HOW DO WE 
SUPPORT YOU?

S  U  P  P  O  R  T     M  E  A  N  S     E  V  E  R  Y  T  H  I  N   G

We are here to back and support you. We will be 

at your side through the whole process.

As mentioned on page 6, Canvas Club takes a fee 

of 15% of revenue to support you throughout your 

entrepreneurial journey. 

This enables us to develop the lesson plans and 

marketing material as well as take care of the 

administration of class bookings and scheduling, 

payments and finances.
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S  U  P  P  O  R  T     M  E  A  N  S     E  V  E  R  Y  T  H  I  N  G

MARKETING 
Marketing will be your number one priority when you launch 

your branch! We support you with a marketing toolkit that 

includes a weekly step-by-step guide to promote your 

services.

We do targeted social media boosts to announce and 

promote your branch opening and you benefit from our 

national brand marketing, google ads and social media 

advertising.  

TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS
We take care of management and administrative operations 

such as bookings and payments. As mentioned on page 6, a 

Handling Fee of 5% is charged to cover services, payment and 

bank fees.

WE SUPPORT YOU!
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CONTENT
We provide you with easy to follow step-by-step instruction videos and/ 

or manuals for classes, parties and events. You will get access to our 

content ‘portal’, an online library of lesson plans for you to choose from. 

Every Canvas Club project has been tried and tested and the instructions 

are filled with tips to ensure an engaged audience.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
F  A  Q

Choose somewhere that is central to the community, such as a museum, gallery, church, school, garden centre, scout hut, sports halls etc. 

Ideally you want a space that could work for your weekly classes as well as birthday parties and events. The size of the studio can be anything 

from 5m x 5m. It is important to have a storage cupboard for your supplies as well as a bathroom and water point close to the studio. Make 

sure the studio has easy drop off facilities and secure access.

WHERE DO I FIND A STUDIO AND WHAT SHOULD I BE LOOKING FOR?

● Cost of studio rental - we recommend you negotiate a % fee per head structure (e.g. R5 rent for every child in the class) so that you don’t 

have a fixed cost to worry about.

● Cleaning fee - some of our branch owners prefer to employ someone to clean their studio once or twice a week.

● Marketing - you would need to print flyers to drop off at schools. Some schools ask a small fee to include your advertisement in their 

newsletters.

ARE THERE ANY ADDITIONAL COSTS THAT I NEED TO FACTOR IN?

It’s your business, so you decide. You’ll spend part of your week preparing for and offering classes. In addition, you’ll do parties and events, 

which often take place on a Saturday. You will spend the rest of your time on recruiting new customers; marketing and spreading the word.

WHAT DOES A TYPICAL WEEK LOOK LIKE FOR A CANVAS CLUB BRANCH OWNER?
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
F  A  Q

You don’t have to be very creative to be a branch owner. The lessons are worked out in such detail that if you follow the lesson ‘recipe’ closely 

your classes will be a success. One of our rules are that a branch owner has to do every lesson before they host the class/ party/ event - this way 

you practise and have an example to show in class.

I AM NOT VERY CREATIVE, COULD THIS STILL BE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ME?

No, our dedicated marketing manager will hold your hand and provide you with a marketing plan that you need to follow to establish and 

grow your business. However, you do need to like working with people and children and be proactive in communication; following up with 

customers and seeking out opportunities to grow your business. Our target market for classes are mothers aged 25 to 55, which is traditionally 

a very social group - spreading the word via mom whatsapp groups has proven to be a very effective marketing tool for our branch owners.

DO I NEED EXPERIENCE IN MARKETING OR SALES?

The ability to be flexible with your time is one of the reasons why this opportunity is so popular. This is your business and you’re in control. You 

can choose when you can take holidays. All you need to do is let the head office know so that they can schedule your classes around those 

dates. If you’re ill, just make sure you let your customers know and reschedule the class for a later date.

WHAT IF I’M SICK OR ON HOLIDAY AND UNABLE TO RUN A CLASS?
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“Creativity is contagious, pass it on.”
Albert Einstein


